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3 Cations
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AUTOCLAVE

Caution!

Do not put flammable, explosive materials in the chamber. Explosion or fire can occur.

Warning!

Caution!

Do not place flammable materials near the equipment. Fire may occur.
Do not touch the power cord with wet hands. Electric shock may occur.
Do not plug too many equipment into the same electric outlet. 
Overload may cause a fire.
Make sure to connect a ground wire. Electric shock may occur without a ground wire.

Before plugging into the electric outlet, make sure that the power voltage is 
220VAC, 50/60Hz.
Avoid using other electric equipment with high voltage current near 
this equipment.
Do not pour water on this equipment directly. 
A short circuit may occur.
Do not use acid solution, benzene, and sharp objects, to clean the equipment. 
It may cause changes of color or damage. Rubber and plastic parts are likely to 
change easily. Do not use any volatile material. 
Use mild detergent only and wash it with water thoroughly. 
Unplug from an outlet by holding the plug. 
Do not unplug it by pulling on the power cord.
If this unit is not going to be used for a long period of time, remove the plug 
from an outlet.
Damaged power cord can cause a short circuit or a fire.
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4 Description of Parts and Functions
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AUTOCLAVE

1. CONTROL PANEL
2.  POWER SWITCH
3. DOOR HANDLE
4. TOP COVER
5. CASTERS
6. MANUAL STEAM VALVE HANDLE
7. PRESSURE GAUGE
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6 Using Control Panel
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(1) Functions of the control panel

1)Displays actual temperature & each mode
2)Displays set temperature, and data of each mode   
3)Displays the system is running.
4)Displays the heater is operating
5)Displays the timer is working
6)Displays Auto Tuning is functioning.

7)Start/Stop running key.
8)Parameter setting key
9)Digit position movement key.
10)Decease value key.
11)Increase value key.
12)DSP Auto tuning key.
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(2) Indicator lights

Run :  This light is on when the system is running/ Turns off when it stops running.

Out :  This light is on when the heater is operating.

Timer :  This light begins flashing until set temperature is reached. 
             After set temperature is reached, it will be turned on. 
             It turns off at the end of set time. 
             (If timer set is 00:00, this light will not be on.)

Auto :  This light begins flashing during Auto tuning. 
            It turns off at the end of Auto tuning.



6 Using Control Panel - Operating Procedures
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C Turn the power switch on. 
The sensor type and temperature range are displayed.

The PV display (1) shows the actual temperature in the chamber.

The SV display (2) shows set temperature.

Press the "Mode" key to enter temperature set mode.
'TEMP' appears in the PV display. 
Set temperature display (SV display) begins flashing to set desired temperature.

Press the "Mode" key once more to enter timer mode. 
'TIME' appears in the PV display. The SV display begins flashing to set the timer.

Default time format is Minute/Second (MM.SS). 
Other time formats are Date.Hour/Hour.Minute/Minute.Second (DD.HH/HH.MM/MM.SS)
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Press "START" key for 2 seconds.

Start: The RUN and the OUT indicator lights turn on 
and the heater begins operating.

The timer does not begin operating with the blinks of the timer indicator, 
until set temperature is reached. After actual temperature is reached 
to set temperature, the timer begins operation with its indicator light on.

Stop of operation: The RUN light will blink with "beep" tone for 30 seconds. 

Auto Tuning: Auto tuning function calculates the most effective integer 
for PID and ARW automatically. Auto Tuning can start while temperature 
is rising or after set temperature is reached. To start Auto tuning, 
press "Auto" key for 4 seconds until the "beep" tone. It begins to function 
with the AUTO indicator light flashing and completes its function as 
the AUTO light turns off. If you want to stop Auto Tuning, 
press the "AUTO" key for 4 seconds during Auto tuning function.

Because the Auto tuning has already been set from the factory, 
Auto tuning is not necessary. Use the Auto tuning function only if the operation 
is unstable, or only if it is necessary.

Using Control Panel - Operating Procedures



7 Maintenance and Storage
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 Pull the plug when disconnecting from an outlet. Do not pull the power cord.
 Do not use acid solution, benzene, and sharp objects to clean the equipment. 
 It may cause changes of color or damage of the equipment.

Caution!

Make sure to unplug the unit from an outlet before cleaning he unit 
to avoid an electric shock.

Warning!

AUTOCLAVE

1) To clean the inside of the chamber.
-. Remove the plug from an outlet. 
-. Wipe the inside with a soft cloth using a neutral detergent.
-. Clean the inside once more with a soft towel.

2) To clean the surface of the equipment.
-. Use a sponge or a soft cloth with a neutral detergent 
-. Wipe the unit with a dry cloth.
-. Do not use organic solvent.

3) To clean the electric parts.
-. Always use a dry cloth.

4) If this system is not going to be used for a long period of time. 
-. Remove the plug from an outlet.
-. Clean the unit with a soft towel.
-. Wrap and store it.




















